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At the Farm                                        Worksheet 5A

Arrange the Sentence Cards into the correct columns 
to show how farms and towns are different. 

On a farm In a town
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At the Farm                                        Worksheet 5B

Can you think of 6 differences between farms and 
towns? Write them in the columns below. 

On a farm In a town
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At the Farm                                      Sentence Cards

There are lots of cars, vans and 

lorries on the roads. 

There are no banks, post offices 

or libraries nearby. 

The only animals are pets that 

live in people’s houses. 
There is a cinema. 

There are lots of fields, trees, 

plants and open land. 

There are only a few cars and 

tractors on the roads. 

There are banks, post offices and 

libraries nearby. 

There are lots of restaurants and 

cafes. 

There isn’t a cinema. 
There are lots of shops and 

supermarkets. 

There are a few small shops 

nearby but you have to drive a 

long way to get to a 

supermarket. 

There are parks with 

playgrounds. 

There are only a few houses and 

buildings. 

There are lots of different types 

of animals that live in the fields 

and barns. 

There are no restaurants or 

cafes. 

There are lots of houses and 

other buildings. 

Which of these sentences describe what farms 
are like and which describe what towns are like? 
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At the Farm                                           Word Cards

field park busy road

quiet road tractor traffic

supermarket shops hay bales

cinema barn houses

car park plants orchard

hen house bank pig sty

animals restaurant farmhouse

field park busy road

quiet road tractor traffic

supermarket shops hay bales

cinema barn houses

car park plants orchard

hen house bank pig sty

animals restaurant farmhouse


